BE THE FIRST ON THE BLOCK TO ROCK

BRAND NEW FROM MGS CUSTOM BIKES - TRUE DUALS AND 4” DUAL SLIP-ON MUFFLERS

4” Dual Slip-ons by MGS
MGS Slip-Ons come complete with all necessary mounting hardware and a black ceramic tip (additional tip styles and finishes available separately). They fit ALL OEM 95-12 Harley-Davidson FL Touring models. They are 4-inch mufflers made of 16-gauge steel with a show-quality chrome finish and come with replaceable baffles that produce a deep, rich rumble. Adds 4 ft lbs of torque. Fast, easy installation. Designed to work with OEM headers and heat shields.

602241 MGS 4” Slip-ons for 95-12 Touring models chrome ................................................................. $579.99
602242 MGS 4” Slip-ons for 95-12 Touring models black ................................................................. $689.99

True Duals with 4” Mufflers by MGS
MGS True Duals exhaust systems come complete with head pipes, heat shields, mufflers, baffles, all mounting hardware and two threaded O2 sensor ports with plugs for complete universal fitment of ALL 95-12 Harley-Davidson FL Touring models. Made of 16-gauge steel, stepped head pipes, full-coverage heat shields and massive 4-inch mufflers with a billet tip that produces a deep, rich rumble. Dyno-developed by MGS to produce maximum horsepower and torque. In most cases a 15% gain at the rear wheel. The MGS True Duals are one of the easiest ways to bolt on additional horsepower and torque. OVER 12+ ft lbs of torque!

602230 MGS true duals 4” chrome 95-12 Touring ................................................................. $1089.99
602231 MGS true duals 4” black 95-12 Touring ................................................................. $1349.99

Optional Exhaust Tips (sold in pairs)
602232 MGS flat cut tips brushed aluminum ................................................................. $159.99
602233 MGS flat cut tips black ................................................................. $159.99
602234 MGS flat cut tips chrome ................................................................. $159.99
602235 MGS curved down tips brushed aluminum ................................................................. $159.99
602236 MGS curved down tips black ................................................................. $159.99
602237 MGS curved down tips chrome ................................................................. $159.99
602238 MGS curved out tips brushed aluminum ................................................................. $159.99
602239 MGS curved out tips black ................................................................. $159.99
602240 MGS curved out tips chrome ................................................................. $159.99

*MPrices shown are suggested retail.

AVAILABLE ONLY FROM CUSTOM CHROME
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